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ABSTRACT
Objective: The purpose of this study was to compare the thickness of the oblique cervical inferior (OCI) and the error
of the head reposition test between the painful and nonpainful sides of patients with cervicogenic headache (CeH) and
between the patients and the asymptomatic group.
Methods: Thirteen patients (24.5 ± 4.8 years) and 14 asymptomatic participants (23.9 ± 2.7 years) were included. The
head reposition test was recorded by a 3-dimensional motion analysis system. The thickness of the OCI was recorded
by ultrasonography. The measured outcomes were compared between the painful and nonpainful sides and with the
asymptomatic participants.
Results: The thickness of the OCI in the rest condition on the painful side (9.92 ± 2.31 mm) was smaller than that of
the nonpainful side (10.56 ± 2.24 mm). The constant error of the head-to-target test toward the nonpainful side was
smaller in the patients with CeH (-1.6 ± 4.3°) than in the asymptomatic group (3.3 ± 3.7°, P = 0.005).
Conclusion: Asymmetric OCI and cervical proprioception were demonstrated in patients with CeH. (J Manipulative
Physiol Ther 2018;41:680-690)

Key Indexing Terms: Kinesthesis; Neck Pain; Ultrasonography; Neck Muscles
INTRODUCTION

Cervicogenic headache (CeH) is referred pain of the
upper cervical spine, according to joint anesthesia1-4 and
neuroanatomy,5-7 and is considered misinterpretation of
nociceptive signals in the cortical area. The pain in the neck
and orbit region in patients with neck pain and headaches
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was decreased by the nerve block or intra-articular block.1-3

In healthy volunteers, pain in the neck and orbit region can
be induced by stimulating joint capsules.4 Thus, the pain in
the neck to the orbit region area could be referred from the
upper cervical joints. In addition, it has been suggested that
the nociceptive afferent from C1 to C3 and the first division
(ophthalmic) of the trigeminal nerve converge on the
trigeminocervical complex.5-7 The misinterpretation of
nociceptive signals in the cortical area leads to the “referred
pain” phenomenon.

Several physical examinations for the upper cervical
spines, including limited range of motion (ROM) in the C1
to C2 joint, trigger point palpation, and cervical kinesthesia
(CK), are considered useful by international experts.8 The
limited ROM in the C1 to C2 joint9 was identified in
patients with CeH,9-11 and is correlated to headache
intensity, duration, and frequency.10 A recent review
concluded that asymmetrical limited ROM in the C1 to
C2 joint could identify patients with CeH.12 However,
trigger point palpation of the suboccipital muscles and CK
in patients with CeH remained to be quantified.

Suboccipital muscles are the frequent source of trigger
points in patients with CeH. However, no previous studies
have reported themorphology and activation of thesemuscles
in patients with CeH, despite that the suboccipital muscles are
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the target of trigger point palpation and treatment of manual
therapy13 and exercise.14 The performance of suboccipital
muscles is proposed to be highly related to the function of the
upper cervical (C0-C2) spine.11,15-17 Joint dysfunction may
related to deep muscle atrophy.18 The oblique capitis inferior
(OCI) muscle is one of the suboccipital muscles deeply
located and connected to the spinal process of the C2 and the
transverse process of the C1.19 The morphology and
activation of the superficial muscles and oblique capitis
superior20 and OCI (intraclass correlation coefficient
[ICC]3,3 = 0.79~0.99) has been demonstrated to be a reliable
method by rehabilitative ultrasound image in asymptomatic
participants in our laboratory.

No CK deficit has been found in patients with
CeH.16,17,21,22 The head reposition test is a method that
represents the performance of the CK, which includes
relocating the head to a neutral head position (head-to-NHP)
or to a specific target (head-to-target) actively with closed
eyes.23-25 Patients with chronic neck pain23,26,27 and
whiplash-associated disorder26,28-32 demonstrated larger
errors in the head reposition test than the control participants
did. Furthermore, a similar proprioception test has been
developed and demonstrated that the patients with neck pain
has worse proprioception.33 The lower cervical spines rarely
moved with a head rotation of 30°,34 thus the testing range
within 30° might consider the testing of the upper cervical
joint. This test of head reposition error with a head rotation of
30° has shown to be a reliable test (constant error, ICC = 0.68-
0.70, standard error of measurement [SEM] = 1.64°-2.78°;
absolute error, ICC = 0.48-0.72, SEM = 1.15°-1.76°) in our
pilot study. The impairment of the musculoskeletal system in
the upper cervical region3,16,17 hypothetically could induce
the poor performance of the CK. Whether the patient with
CeH demonstrated asymmetrical CK performance remained
to be determined.

The purposes of this study were as follows: (1) to test
whether the thickness measurement of the OCI and the errors
of the head reposition test between the painful and nonpainful
sides in the patients with CeH were asymmetrical, and (2) to
test the group difference of the thickness measurement of the
OCI and the errors of the head reposition test between the
patients with CeH and asymptomatic participants.
METHODS

The present study was approved by the institutional
research board (IRB: 201007004R) of National Taiwan
University Hospital. This study included convenience
sampling; cross-sectional, prospective research; and a
pretest/posttest study. Patients with CeH who were aged 20
to 50 years were recruited by advertisement. These patients
with CeH were diagnosed according to Cervicogenic
Headache International Study Group (CHISG). Instead of
diagnostic anesthetic blockage, we performed physical
examinations to confirm the diagnosis. The criteria for the
patients with CeH were as follows: tenderness of at least 1
facet joint or hypomobility presenting over C0 to C1, C1 to
C2, or C2 to C3 during segmental mobility test. This test
represented the dysfunction of the facet joint in the upper
cervical region. Patients experienced headache for more than
once a week for more than 2 months; the headache had to be
originated from the neck or correlated with neck movement.
Patients could take prophylactic drugs but not analgesics or
muscle relaxation 24 hours before in any evaluation.
Participants with the following criteria were excluded from
the study: (1) cancer, (2) cervical spine and cranial bony
structure that had received an operation, (3) operation over the
neck and shoulder area or head, (4) features suggesting
migraine or tension-type headache by the International
Headache Society,35 and (5) concurrent headache.

Asymptomatic participants aged 20 to 50 years were
recruited through the Internet by advertisement. They did
not have any type of headache or neck pain during the past
3 months. Muscle soreness during palpation and muscle
tightness over the cervical region were accepted.

The participants filled out the declaration of informed
consent, headache questionnaires, and the basic data sheet.
After physical examination of the participants, measurement
of the thickness of the OCI and the head reposition test were
performed after 24 hours.

The questionnaires included the Neck Disability Index
(NDI) and the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (TSK).36 The
NDI represents the degree of neck disability,37 wherein
higher scores represent higher disability. Higher scores of
TSK represent increased fear of movement.38 The headache
and neck pain intensities during the past 1 week were
recorded by the visual analog scale (VAS).

A customized headset was made to offer resistance
during isometric rotation of the head (Fig 1). Four bars kept
the participant’s head in a neutral position over the bilateral
sides of the head. The bars were placed 3 cm above the
eyebrow. The Terason t3000 (Terason Co, Burlington, MA)
was used to record the thickness change of the OCI. A 5-12
MHz and 38-mm linear-array transducer was used.

The participants were taught pure head rotation, which
was confirmed by a rater. A participant sat on a customized
chair with the head fixed by the customized headset and
bilateral knees extended more than 90° to avoid compen-
sation during head rotation. To ensure the participant
performed the correct pattern, the participant practiced 3
times in submaximal torque. The participant was asked to
reach the maximum torque gradually, maintain the
maximum torque for 3 seconds, and then relax. The
relaxation time was shorter than 5 seconds. The thickness of
the OCI was recorded by the ultrasound imaging system for
the last 10 seconds during ipsilateral rotation. The thickness
of the OCI was recorded under 3 conditions: rest condition,
contraction condition, and the change between both
conditions.20 The participants drew out a paper slip from
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Fig 1. The setting of the reposition test. M, microphone; T, transmitter.
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U

Fig 2. The setting for detecting the thickness of the oblique capitis
inferior and the torque during isometric head rotation. T, torque
load cell; U, ultrasound.
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an envelope to decide the order of the directions. Both sides
of head rotation were tested.

An ultrasound-based motion analysis system (CMS-70P,
Zebris system, Medizintecknik GmbH, Tubingen, Germany)
was used to quantify the head movement angle with 2
accessories, a shoulder accessory and head accessory, with
triple microphones on each of them. The transmitter stand
was set on the right side of the participant (Fig 2). The
sampling frequency was 60 Hz. The cervical motion was
processed by theWinData 2.11 software with the principle of
coordinate transformation to calculate neck movement in the
transverse plane.39

A participant sat on a chair with back support and wore 2
accessories with eyes closed during the whole procedure.
The cyclic movement test combined with the head-to-eye
closed neutral head position (ECNHP) and the head-to-
target tests was performed for 5 trials in the left and right
directions. The participants performed the head reposition
test according to the following steps: (1) determining the
self-decided ECNHP; (2) determining the target position by
the rater; and (3) performing the cyclic movement test. The
self-determined ECNHP was defined as a self-determined
neutral head position after the participants moved their
head in full ROM in the tested plane with eyes closed.
The participants stopped at the self-determined ECNHP for
3 seconds to memorize the position. The participants then
actively rotated to the target direction and stopped at the
target position after receiving the oral command of a rater
according to the motion analysis system. The participants
held the position for 3 seconds to memorize the target and
then rotated back and forth between the self-determined
ECNHP and the target position 5 times. The target positions
were set as the head deviated from the self-determined
ECNHP to 30° in the transverse plane. The movement
speed was controlled at below 35°/s. Figure 3 shows the
general output of the head movement during the head
reposition test.

Image of Fig 1
Image of Fig 2


A B C

Fig 3. The OCI under RUSI. (A) The schematic of locating the OCI on skeleton model. (B) The schematic of locating the OCI in rea
setting. (C) The distance between 2 arrows represents the thickness of the OCI. OCI, oblique capitis inferior.

Table 1. Intrarater Interday Reliability of OCI ThicknessMeasuremen

N = 8 Rest Contraction

Rotation side

Session 1 (mm) 10.23 ± 2.00 12.04 ± 2.48

Session 2 (mm) 10.26 ± 2.12 12.10 ± 2.81

ICC(3,3) 0.99 0.99

SEM (mm) 1.02 1.21

Nonrotation side

Session 1 (mm) 10.31 ± 2.10 12.24 ± 2.75

Session 2 (mm) 10.05 ± 1.62 12.36 ± 2.17

ICC(3,3) 0.96 0.97

SEM (mm) 2.03 2.13

ICC, intraclass correlation; OCI, oblique capitis inferior; SEM, standard
error of measurement.
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Data Process
Measurement of the Thickness of the OCI. Muscle thickness

was measured on the inner border of both the superior and the
inferior fascia using the caliper program built in the Terason
system. The thickness of the OCI was measured at the rest
condition, contraction condition, and change between both
conditions. The thickness of the OCI during the rest condition
was measured when the participant sat on the chair without
any exertion. The thickness of the OCI during the contraction
condition was measured as the participant performed
maximal head rotation and maintained for 3 seconds. The
change between the rest and contraction phases was divided
by the thickness in rest phase as the ratio of change of the
thickness. The measurement of the OCI thickness was
excellent reliability (ICC3,3 = 0.79~0.99 under 3 conditions in
the pilot study (Table 1).

Head Reposition Test. A customized MATLAB program
(version 7.1, The MathWorks, Inc) was used to analyze the
error of the head reposition test. Each head-to-ECNHP test or
head-to-target test included absolute error (AE) and constant
error (CE).23,25,40 CE was calculated as the averaged
difference for 5 trials of the specific targets or ECNHP in
each direction. AE was calculated as the averaged absolute
difference for 5 trials of the specific targets or ECNHP in
each direction.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive analysis was used to present the basic data

and questionnaires of each group, including age, height,
weight, NDI, and TSK. Two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (pain × direction) was used to find out whether
the painful side affected the thickness of the OCI in the 3
conditions and the AE and CE of the head reposition test on
the right or left side. The α value of ANOVA tests was set at
0.05. A paired t test was used to test the side difference if
there was a significant interaction in the 2-way ANOVA.
The α value of the paired t test was set at 0.025.
l

t

The data of the thickness of the OCI and the errors of
the head reposition test in the asymptomatic group were
categorized as left and right sides. Two-way ANOVA (group ×
pain) was used to compare the data between the asymptomatic
group and the patients with CeH. Theα value of ANOVA tests
was set at 0.05. An independent t test was used to test the group
difference if there was a significant interaction in the 2-way
ANOVA.Theα value of the independent t test was set at 0.025.
RESULTS

Reliability of Methodology
Fourmen and 4women aged 24.0 ± 3.8 yearswere recruited

to test the reliability of the thickness measurement of the OCI
(Table 1). The reliability level was excellent (ICC(3,3) ranged
from 0.96 to 0.99). The SEM ranged from 1.02 to 2.13 mm.

Image of Fig 3


Table 2. Reliability of the Head-to-ECNHP Test and Head-to-Target Test Expressed in CE, AE, VE, and RMSE

Test Error Variation Predetermined Positions
Session 1
(Mean ± SD, Degree)

Session 2
(Mean ± SD, Degree) SEM (Degree) ICC(3,5)

Head-to-ECNHP test

RMSE Right rotated 4.2 ± 2.2 4.1 ± 2.4 1.64 0.49

Left rotated 6.4 ± 3.6 5.5 ± 3.0 1.73 0.73

CE Right rotated 3.4 ± 2.9 2.7 ± 3.3 1.64 0.72

Left rotated 5.0 ± 4.9 4.1 ± 4.3 1.95 0.82

AE Right rotated 3.9 ± 2.2 3.8 ± 2.3 1.63 0.48

Left rotated 6.0 ± 3.6 5.1 ± 3.0 1.76 0.72

VE Right rotated 1.5 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 1.1 0.77 0.29

Left rotated 2.0 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.8 0.60 0.44

Head-to-target test

RMSE Right rotated 5.3 ± 3.2 5.9 ± 3.6 2.36 0.52

Left rotated 5.4 ± 2.8 4.4 ± 2.6 1.65 0.62

CE Right rotated 2.8 ± 5.0 4.3 ± 4.9 2.78 0.68

Left rotated 3.0 ± 4.5 2.5 ± 3.8 2.20 0.72

AE Right rotated 4.8 ± 3.1 5.5 ± 3.6 2.20 0.57

Left rotated 4.8 ± 2.6 4.0 ± 2.5 1.61 0.61

VE Right rotated 2.2 ± 1.1 2.1 ± 1.3 1.15 0.07

Left rotated 2.6 ± 1.2 2.3 ± 1.0 0.83 0.46

AE, absolute error; CE, constant error; head-to-target ECNHP, neutral head position under eye closed condition; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient;
RMSE, root mean square error; SEM, standard error of measurement; VE, variable error.
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Tenmen and10woman aged 22.0 ± 2.2 yearswere recruited
to test the reliability of the head reposition test (Table 2). The
mode was ICC(3,5) for the CE, AE, variable error (VE), and
rootmean square error (RMSE). The reliabilities of the errors of
the head reposition test are listed in Table 2. TheCE showed fair
to excellent reliability. The AE and RMSE showed fair to good
reliability. The VE showed poor to good reliability in the head
reposition test. The SEM values ranged from 1.64° to 2.78° in
the CE, 1.61° to 2.20° in the AE, 0.60° to 1.15° in the VE, and
1.64° to 2.36° in the RMSE. In subsequent studies, the CE was
used as a better range of reliability level, and the AE was used
for comparison with previous studies.
Asymmetry Between Painful and Nonpainful Sides of the Patients With CeH
Thirteen participants (mean age 24.5 ± 4.8 years; female:

male ratio = 6:7) with CeHwere included in the present study
(Table 3). These patients showed mild disability in the neck
(NDI score: 7.33 ± 2.08), and the VAS of the averaged and
maximum neck pain was lower than 4 points. The TSK was
37.0 ± 2.7 points, which was not significantly different from
that of the asymptomatic group (38.4 ± 5.2 points). The VAS
of the averaged headache was 4.2 ± 1.5 points, and the VAS
of the maximum headache was 7.2 ± 1.6 points.

The thickness of the OCI increased during maximum muscle
contraction (Table 4). During the rest condition, the thickness
ranged from 9.92 ± 2.31 to 12.17 ± 4.79 mm. During the
contraction condition, the thickness ranged from 11.74 ± 2.44 to
14.02±5.29mm.The thickness of theOCI in the changebetween
the 2 conditions ranged from 15.67 ± 10.52% to 19.46 ± 11.88%.

Two-way ANOVA (side × pain) showed significant
interaction in the thickness of the OCI in the rest condition
(F = 6.65, df = 1,11, P = 0.03). The thickness of the OCI in
the rest condition on the painful side was smaller than that on
the nonpainful side in patients with right CeH (Fig 4; painful
side: 9.92 ± 2.31 mm; nonpainful side: 10.56 ± 2.24 mm; P =
0.002 for paired t test). Two-way ANOVA (side × pain)
showed no significant interaction, nor a main effect, of the



Table 3. Basic Data of the Asymptomatic and the Patients With CeH

Asymptomatic Group,
F:M = 6:8

Patients With CeH,
F:M = 6:7 P

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD

Age (y) 23.9 ± 2.7 24.5 ± 4.8 0.69

Height (cm) 164.9 ± 8.9 164.0 ± 7.6 0.79

Weight (kg) 64.3 ± 12.4 61.7 ± 14.9 0.62

NDI 0.2 ± 0.7 7.3 ± 2.1 b0.001

TSK 38.4 ± 5.2 37.0 ± 2.7 0.60

Averaged headache (VAS) - 4.2 ± 1.5

Maximum headache (VAS) - 7.2 ± 1.6

Averaged neck pain (VAS) - 3.0 ± 1.7

Maximum neck pain (VAS) - 3.4 ± 2.0

CeH, cervicogenic headache; F, female; M, male; NDI, neck disability index; SD, standard deviation; TSK, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; VAS, visua
analog scale.

Table 4. The Thickness of OCI in Rest and Contraction
Conditions and Difference Between Both Conditions in the
Patient With Right and Left CeH

Headache Type Side Rest (mm)
Contraction
(mm) Difference (%)

Right headache Right 9.92 ± 2.31 a 11.74 ± 2.44 19.46 ± 11.88

Left 10.56 ± 2.24 a 12.46 ± 2.26 18.76 ± 6.28

Left headache Right 12.17 ± 4.79 14.02 ± 5.29 15.67 ± 10.52

Left 11.42 ± 3.45 13.52 ± 3.64 19.46 ± 5.20

ANOVA, analysis of variance; CeH, cervicogenic headache; OCI, oblique
capitis inferior.
Significant interaction of 2-way ANOVA (side × pain) was found in the
thickness of the OCI in rest condition (P = 0.03).

a The thickness of the OCI in rest condition showed significan
difference between right and left sides of headache in the patients with righ
CeH, P = 0.002 in paired t test.
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thickness of the OCI in the contraction condition and the
change of both conditions (F = 1.86, df = 1,11, P = 0.20 and
F = 0.79, df = 1, 11, P = 0.39, respectively).

The CE and AE of the head reposition test are listed in
Table 5. Two-way ANOVA (side × pain) showed a tendency
of interaction in the CE of the head-to-target test (F = 4.17,
df = 1,11, P = 0.07). The CE of the painful side was larger
than that of the nonpainful side in the patients with right CeH
and those with left CeH. Two-way ANOVA (side × pain)
showed no significant interaction, nor main effect, in the
following: the CE of the head-to-ECNHP, the AE of the
head-to-target, and the AE of the head-to-ECNHP tests
(F = 0.68, df = 1,11, P = 0.43; F = 0.36, df = 1,11, P = 0.56;
and F = 0.14, df = 1, 11, P = 0.71, respectively).
l

Group Difference Between Patients With CeH and Asymptomatic Groups
Fourteen healthy participants (aged 23.9 ± 2.7 years) and

13 patients with CeH (aged 24.5 ± 4.8 years) were included
in the present study (Table 3).

The thicknesses values of the OCI, which categorized the
patients with CeH as painful and nonpainful sides and
the asymptomatic group as left and right sides, are listed in
Table 6. No significant interaction was found in 2-way
ANOVA (group × pain) tests (F = 1.69, df = 1,25, p = 0.21 in
the rest condition; F = 2.13, df = 1,25, P = 0.16 in the
contraction condition; F = 0.37, df = 1,25, P = 0.55 in the
change of both conditions).

The errors of the head reposition test, which categorized
the patients with CeH as painful and nonpainful sides and
the asymptomatic group as left and right sides, are listed in
Table 7. Two-way ANOVA (group × pain) showed a
significant interaction in the CE of the head-to-target test
toward the nonpainful side between the asymptomatic
group and patients with CeH (F = 5.93, df = 1,25, P = 0.02).
The CE of the head-to-target test toward the nonpainful side
was significantly smaller in patients with CeH than that in the
asymptomatic group (asymptomatic group: 3.3 ± 3.7°; the
patients with CeH: -1.6 ± 4.3°;P = 0.01 in independent t test).
No significant interaction, nor a primary effect, was found in
other 2-way ANOVA (group × pain).
DISCUSSION

Regarding the side comparison in patients with right
CeH, the thickness of the OCI in the rest condition was
smaller in the painful side than that in the nonpainful side in
patients with right CeH. The CE of the head-to-target test
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Fig 4. The differences of the thickness of oblique capitis inferior in the resting and contracting condition between right side and left side
in patient with right cervicogenic headache.

Table 5. Comparison of CE and AE of the Reposition Tests in
Transverse Plane Between Right and Left Side in the Patients With
Right and Left CeH

Head-to-ECNHP Head-to-Target

Error Patient
From Right
Side

From Left
Side

To Right
Side

To Left
Side

CE (°) Right headache 2.1 ± 5.1 3.8 ± 4.2 2.6 ± 5.4 -1.7 ± 5.1

Left headache 1.1 ± 4.9 2.6 ± 3.1 -1.3 ± 2.4 0.1 ± 1.7

AE (°) Right headache 4.7 ± 2.7 4.6 ± 3.4 5.3 ± 2.8 4.9 ± 1.7

Left headache 3.2 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 1.3 2.7 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.2

AE, absolute error; ANOVA, analysis of variance; CE, constant error; CeH,
cervicogenic headache; ECNHP, head-to-eye closed neutral head position.
No significant interaction was found in 2-way ANOVA (side × pain). A
tendency of significant interaction was found in 2-wayANOVA (side × pain)
in the CE of head-to-target test (P = 0.07).
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toward the nonpainful side in patients with CeH was
smaller compared with that on the painful side. The sample
size estimation for side comparison, with a power of 0.8
and α level at 0.05, 2 tails, is 6 of CE of the head-to-target
test. The sample number, although small, represented
adequate statistical power.

Group difference was not found in the thickness of the
OCI. The sample size estimation for group comparison,
with a power of 0.8 and α level at 0.05, 2 tails, is 24 of the
thickness of the OCI. Thus, no significant group effect
might relate to the small sample size. Group difference was
demonstrated in the head reposition test. The CE of the
head-to-target test toward the nonpainful side in the
patients with CeH was smaller than that in the asymptomatic
group (Fig 5).
Comparison of the Thickness of the OCI and the Errors of the Head
Reposition Test

No previous studies have measured the thickness of the
OCI nor used CE as a variable to record the head reposition
test in patients with CeH. The errors of the head reposition test
in the present study demonstrated a similar range of error
as shown in previous studies. In the head-to-target test, the
AEs in patients with CeH and in the asymptomatic groupwere
1.7° ± 0.2° to 5.3° ± 2.8° in the present study and 1.8° to 5.5° in
previous studies,22,24 and the CEs in the asymptomatic group
ranged from 2.5° ± 3.6° to 3.3° ± 3.7° in the present study and
-0.6° to 7.2° in previous studies.41,42 In the head-to-ECNHP
test, the AEs in the patients with CeH and the asymptomatic
group ranged from 3.2° ± 2.3° to 5.2° ± 2.4° in the present
study and 1.4° to 6.2° in previous studies,16,23,26,29,30,43 and
the CEs in the asymptomatic group ranged from 3.8° ± 3.2° to
4.8° ± 4.0° in the present study and 2.0° to 3.6° in previous
studies,41,42 and the degree of error of joint positional sense is
from 0.4° to 5.3°.27
Asymmetry of Painful and Nonpainful Sides of the Patients With CeH
The present study showed the difference of the head

reposition test and the thickness of the OCI between the painful
side and nonpainful side in patients with CeH. TheROMof the
upper cervical rotation11 and the morphology of the systemic
sclerosis16 were shown to be smaller on the painful side than
those on the nonpainful side in patients with CeH. Previous
studies have shown that anesthetization over the peripheral
nerves in the painful side can relieve headaches.1,3,5 These
evidences supported unilateral or asymmetrical musculo-
skeletal change of muscle, joint, and ROM in the painful
and nonpainful sides of the CeH. Although the deep neck
flexor, longus colli, in patients with CeH did not show a
difference between muscle size of affected and nonaffected
side,44 the longus capitis, which is the upper cervical deep
flexor, was not investigated. Plus, the role of fascia and
muscle spindle within it contributing to proprioception has
not been examined.45

The present study used a smaller tested range to reduce
the movement of the lower cervical spine during the head
reposition test. The AEs of the present study (1.7° ± 0.2° to
5.3° ± 2.8°) and previous studies in patients with CeH and
in the asymptomatic group were similar, ranging from 1.4°
to 6.2°.16,22-24,26,29,30,43 Whether the motion of the lower

Image of Fig 4


Table 6. The Thickness of OCI in Rest and Contraction Conditions and Difference Between Both Conditions in Patients With CeH and
the Asymptomatic Group

Group Side Rest (mm) Contraction (mm) Difference (%)

Asymptomatic group Right 10.22 ± 1.85 12.34 ± 2.02 21.60 ± 8.22

Left 10.44 ± 1.69 12.26 ± 2.02 18.19 ± 8.91

Patients with CeH Painful 10.38 ± 2.65 12.29 ± 2.83 19.46 ± 10.04

Nonpainful 11.06 ± 3.11 12.94 ± 3.31 17.81 ± 7.49

ANOVA, analysis of variance; CeH, cervicogenic headache; OCI, oblique capitis inferior.
No significant interaction was found in 2-way ANOVA (site × pain).

Table 7. Comparison of CE and AE of the Reposition Tests in Transverse Plane Between the Patients With CeH and the Asymptomatic Group

Head-to-ECNHP Head-to-Target

Error Group
From Right Side and From
Painful Side

From Left Side and From
Nonpainful Side

To Right Side and to
Painful Side

To Left Side and to
Nonpainful Side

CE (°) Asymptomatic group 3.8 ± 3.2 4.8 ± 4.0 2.5 ± 4.4 3.3 ± 3.7 a

Patients with CeH 1.8 ± 4.9 3.4 ± 3.8 1.8 ± 4.7 -1.6 ± 4.3 a

AE (°) Asymptomatic group 4.4 ± 2.4 5.2 ± 2.4 3.6 ± 1.7 4.6 ± 2.6

Patients with CeH 4.6 ± 2.3 4.2 ± 3.1 4.2 ± 2.9 4.2 ± 1.7

AE, absolute error; ANOVA, analysis of variance; CE, constant error; CeH, cervicogenic headache; ECNHP, head-to-eye closed neutral head position.
Significant interaction in 2-way ANOVA (group × pain) was found in the constant error of head-to-target test (P = 0.02).

a Significant less constant error of head-to-target test toward left side/nonpainful side was found in the patients with CeH than that of the asymptomatic
group (P value = 0.005 in the independent t test).
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Fig 5. Comparison of constant error of the head to target test in transverse plane between the patients with cervicogenic headache and
the asymptomatic group.
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cervical spine contributed to the total ROM during the
reposition test can be further investigated by fluoroscopy.
Possible Mechanisms of the Thinner Thickness of the OCI in the Painful Side
and Smaller CE Toward the Nonpainful Side

The possible mechanisms for the thinner thickness of the
OCI in the rest condition on the painful side than that on the
nonpainful side in patients with right CeH include muscle
atrophy or muscle stretching. A previous study found that the
cross-sectional area of the lumbar multifidus was decreased in
painful spinal segment in patients with acute low back pain.18

The author suggested that this represented muscle wasting.
The OCI, which contained a high density of muscle
spindles,46,47 was suggested to be sensitive to cervical
kinesthesia. Atrophy of the OCI may induce overshoot
pattern. It was proposed that the participants needed more
proprioceptive signals to confirm this.23,28,29,41,43 The
thickness of muscle only differing at resting condition leads
to the assumption that the ability of contraction was not
changed in the muscle of the painful side, and the difference
could be the result of the positional fault; previous studies

Image of Fig 5
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suggest that proprioceptive dysfunction is related to spinal or
supraspinal cause. Further analysis of the head position of
patients with CeH is suggested to confirm the assumption.

The other possibility was that while rotating toward the
nonpainful side, the smaller OCI muscle and the associate
fascia in the painful side were under stretching. During
stretching, the muscle spindle within fascia45 adhered because
of disuse of the suboccipitalmuscle that showed changed firing
activity,48 which may induce undershoot during the head-to
target test. A previous study using experiment-induced neck
pain has shown that joint positional sense was changed.49

Furthermore, muscle vibration influences proprioception
differently among patients and healthy people.50 These studies
indicated the involvement of peripheral mechanoreceptors and
muscle spindle in proprioception. However, the performance
of the head reposition test includes overshoot (exceeding the
target while relocating) and undershoot (stopping before
reaching the target) patterns, which have been assumed to
be different mechanisms22,31,32 including the supraspinal
mechanism,27 required further studies.
Practical Applications
• The thickness of the OCI in the rest condition
was smaller in the painful side than that in the
nonpainful side in patients with right CeH.

• Group differences were demonstrated between
CEs during the head-to-target reposition
toward the nonpainful side in patients with
CeH and toward the left side in asymptomatic
Limitations
The CeH patients were young and the sample size in the

present study was small. Whether the asymmetrical muscular
and neuromuscular deficits in patients with CeH indicate a
malalignment of the bony structure of weight-bearing
segments such as the lower cervical spine, thoracolumbar
spine, and lower extremities require future study.
participants.
• Patients with CeH demonstrated asymmetrical
muscle size and proprioception in the upper
cervical spine.
CONCLUSIONS

Side difference in the thickness of the OCI was presented
between the painful and nonpainful side in the patients with
CeH. Group differences of CEs during the head-to-target
reposition toward the nonpainful side in patients and toward
the left side in the asymptomatic participants were
demonstrated. The asymmetrical muscle size and proprio-
ception revealed asymmetrical neuromuscular deficit in
upper cervical spines in patients with CeH.
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